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ABSTRACT

Quantitative factors are defined as those factors 
which determine the cost of producing a mineral product 
and thereby define the quantity of ore within a mineralized 
zone. Quantitative factors are separated into two groups; 
the restrictive group and the variable group.

Effects of Quantitative Factors on valuation and 
inter-relationships between factors are described. Where 
possible, definite inter-relationships are illustrated 
graphically using cost or production rates as a basis of 
comparison.

Four basic profit schemes applicable to the mining 
industry and the relation of variable factors to profit 
are described. Emphasis is placed on developing a method 
of valuation which determines that combination of variable 
factors which will produce maximum total profit, and 
optimize ore recovery within the parameters established 
by restrictive factors. To implement this proposed 
valuation method a two-phase program for use in a digital 
computer is flowcharted.

Determination of mining method is the basic step 
in valuation. As mining method is predicted primarily 
through evaluating factors the valuation method must first 
establish effect of the factors and secondly quantitize 
the effects.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Valuation of a mineral property is the process 
by which present worth of a mineral deposit is ascer
tained through estimation of profits obtainable by 
exploitation of the deposit. The purpose of valuation 
is to justify the amount of capital that should be in
vested in a property to produce maximum profit, or to 
determine the present worth of the property for purposes 
of Sale or taxation. As future profit determines the 
present worth of a property, profit is the foremost 
consideration.

Basically, profit is the amount of money remain
ing after all costs of production, ownership, taxes, 
royalties and marketing have been subtracted from 
income. In a mining situation there are four basic 
profit schemes: total profit, unit profit, present
value, and average profit. Each profit type has certain 
qualities which make it more applicable to one situation. 
Naturally, there is some overlapping in definitions of 
profit scheme.
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The first profit scheme - total profit - states 
that maximum total profit occurs when, by increasing 
production, the return on a unit of increased production 
is equal to the operating cost of production. This 
scheme defines operating cost as that cost per unit 
which does not vary with production rate, in contrast 
to fixed costs which are the costs per unit that vary 
with production rate. This profit scheme assumes that 
there is not a uniform income per unit of production.
In a mining situation this is better expressed by saying 
that, if a property is developed for the high grade ore, 
then any ore which will pay extraction costs should be 
mined.

The second scheme - unit profit - states that 
profit should be maximized for each unit of capital, 
operating or invested, put into an operation.

The third scheme - present value - is based 
on the idea that the present worth of a mine should 
be maximized, even at the expense of total profit.

The fourth scheme - average profit - states 
that a venture should return equal, maximum profit each 
time period.



A more detailed discussion of profit schemes 
is included in Chapter IV, "Variable Factor Effects 
and Profit".

Costs in mining differ somewhat from costs in 
other industrial operations. In mining, cost includes 
almost all capital invested in a property. Once the 
mineral deposit is exhausted, the land is virtually 
valueless, the excavations cannot be moved to other 
locations, and equipment is worn out or too specialized 
to be used elsewhere.

The evaluator must consider many factors and 
decide how they will influence material value of the 
property. Classification of these factors can be 
made by identifying their properties, such as physical, 
mechanical or chemical. Another possible system of 
classification is through economic considerations, such 
as ore vs. waste or operating costs vs. overhead. In 
both these systems of classification the factor is 
classified through recognition and identification of 
its' properties, a method analagous to qualitative 
analysis in chemistry. It is the author's opinion that 
factors affecting the valuation of an ore deposit 
should be classified by the degree to which they affect
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material value of the deposit, i.e., their quantitative 
effect. The basis for this reasoning is that there is 
a complex inter-relationship between factors, whereby 
each factor may affect valuation through multiple means.
In this thesis all factors which can be measured and 
which affect material value of the property are termed 
quantitative.

The purpose of this paper is to identify the 
quantitative factors, describe their effects on valuation, 
and show their inter-relationships as applied to under
ground mining.

As quantitative factors are inter-related and 
the relations complex, no set cost or production figures 
can be given to cover all situations. The valuator 
must reduce each operation to its basic steps, consider 
the effect of all the factors, and then assign a range 
of values to each individual step. Summation will give 
the range of values that can be assigned to that par
ticular deposit. In this paper the author has assigned 
values, such as dollars per ton or man shifts per foot 
of advance, to different situations. These values do 
'not represent actual present-day values since they do 
not allow for increased productivity per man caused by



better equipment or automation. Values were derived 
by applying common labor and materials components of 
the Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index 
to mining costs recorded over the past 50 years. The 
values are given solely to illustrate the effect of 
certain factors.

Original cost data were taken from U. S.
Bureau of Mines Bulletins 357> 390, 419; Peele’s 
Mining Engineers' Handbook, 3rd Edition; and Taggert's 
Handbook of Mineral Dressing.

The reader is referred to the Glossary of Terms 
on page 87 for definition of terms used in this thesis.



CHAPTER II

DEFINITIONS OF QUANTITATIVE FACTORS

Quantitative factors establish parameters within 
which successful exploitation of mineral deposits must 
be conducted. These quantitative factors are divided 
into two subgroups: restrictive factors and variable
factors.

1. Restrictive Factors
a) Physical factors
b) Chemical factors

2. Variable Factors
a) Variable
b) Sub-variable

This chapter discusses the differences between 
Restrictive and Variable factors.

Variable vs. Restrictive Factors

Restrictive factors are those which can be 
changed only by disrupting physical and chemical pro
perties of the ore body. They dictate the methods by 
which successful extraction of the mineral product
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must be conducted. Restrictive factors do not dictate 
the exact method, but place boundaries within which 
certain methods may be applied. Restrictive factors 
might be called the "God-given properties" of the 
mineralized zone and can be subdivided into physical 
and chemical properties. Physical properties primarily 
determine the mining method, while chemical and physi
cal properties both affect beneficiation. Physical 
factors include geometry, location, hydrology, topo
graphy, mineral assemblage and mechanical properties. 
Chemical factors include grade or tenor of mill feed, 
polarization of mineral surfaces, chemical makeup of 
ore and gangue, and pH and Eh of mill feed.

The restrictive factors will vary not only from 
one deposit to another but throughout a single deposit. 
Thus, they must be considered for each element or 
block of mineralization when evaluating a property.

Variable factors are those which can be varied 
by the owners of a deposit without disrupting physical 
and chemical properties of the orebody. In fact, 
there are few truly variable factors in a mining situa
tion; these factors generally have some restrictions 
placed upon them prior to valuation. The truly variable



factors are the rate of extraction and the level of 
recovery, in simpler terms, daily production rate and 
cut-off grade. The term production rate is self- 
explanatory; the term cut-off grade is defined as that 
grade of ore below which extraction is uneconomical.
If, for example, the cut-off grade for a particular 
deposit is 10$ zinc, then all rock with more than 10$ 
zinc will be mined and that with less than 10$ zinc 
will not be mined. Both of these factors have a direct 
affect upon the valuation of a property since they 
directly effect profit, investment, size and shape of 
the orebody, and property life. As mining is an econo
mic venture, profit is the foremost restriction regu
lating variable factors, for it is the wish of the 
investor to regain the maximum return on his investment. 
It will be shown later how profit is inter-related with 
other variables.

Partially variable factors are those which can 
be varied at the operator's will, but their effect on 
profit is governed by restrictive factors. These 
factors include entry location, level interval, and 
sequence of extraction.



Price is also a variable factor, but control 
of the variance is usually beyond the reach of a 
single mine owner. Price, the most important single 
variable in determining profit, is defined as the unit 
value of the product. In mining, this is defined as 
the amount of money returned to the operator by the 
sale of his mineral product. For metal mining, unit 
value is usually in terms of dollars per pound or 
ounce of recoverable metal. Basically, it goes back 
to the price that a consumer is willing to pay on the 
open market. This price is extremely variable as it 
is controlled not only by supply and demand, but also 
by government regulations, established purchase schedules 
and tariffs. Prediction of price into the future is 
fairly reliable over a short term, but becomes progres
sively less reliable as time increases.

An example of non-predictable influence upon 
metal price occurred in the zinc market between 1951- 
1953. The U. S. government had been trading surplus 
foodstuff for stockpile metal from foreign countries.
Upon cessation of this trading, the zinc market was 
flooded with foreign metal and the open market price 
dropped from 18 cents to 11 cents, more than 30# change.



in two years. Naturally, not all price fluctuations 
are caused by governmental actions, but the potential 
effect is always present and quite often unpredict
able.

Accurate prediction of metal price is within 
the realm of trained analysts, knowledgeable of the 
affect of metal requirements, production, governmental 
actions and substitutions upon the open market price.

Some metals' prices are entirely under the 
control of governmental legislation or monopolies which 
set a fixed or seldom varying price. Examples of this 
are the price of gold controlled by the United States 
of America and the nickel market monopolized by some 
Canadian firms.

Further situations affecting metal price and 
valuation are governmental subsidies or loans used 
as incentives to increase needed supplies or to stabi
lize market prices.

The valuator must depend upon short-range 
predictions of price by trained analysts and upon 
long-range consumption trends as guides to selection 
of a reasonable market price for a specific product.



CHAPTER III

EFFECT OF FACTORS ON VALUATION

Inter-relationship between factors and their 
effect upon valuation are described as they apply to 
development, mining, refining and marketing of a 
mineral commodity.

1. Development

Development is the procedure and system by 
which an orebody is prepared for extraction. Prepara
tion is required at a rate which allows extraction to 
proceed in an orderly, uniform and efficient manner. 
Thus, the entire orebody need not be developed prior 
to initiating extraction, but sufficient work must be 
done to permit . unhindered operation.

A. Entry Requirements

First, let us assume that a mineralized 
zone has been discovered and explored by some method 
which gives qualitative and quantitative information 
as to the size, shape, mineral assemblages, tenor, and
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host rock. This method could be core drilling, drift
ing, geophysical prospecting, or some appropriate 
combination.

To initiate development, a method of access 
to the ore zone must be chosen. Previous information 
or experience can be a decisive factor in choosing 
the mode of entrance which fulfills the following
requirements:

1. Entail the least investment commen
surate with operating cost; that is, 
the sum of investment and maintenance 
cost should be minimal for each ton 
of ore.

2. Provide minimum transportation costs 
per ton from the extraction horizon 
to the horizon of subsequent pro
cessing. This cost Includes mainte
nance.

3. Reduce the ore in supporting pillars 
to a permissible minimum.

4. Keep periods of enforced inactivity 
to a minimum. This is usually termed 
"dead time".



5 . Provide sufficient air to ventilate 
all working places in the mine.

6. Comply with established safety codes 
without losing efficiency.

All of these factors, except for ventilation 
and safety, are quantitative and although ventilation 
and safety can be considered quantitative, provision 
for their minimum requirements is the moral and/or legal 
obligation of the operators. These minimum require
ments are usually established by legislation, and 
therefore, vary in different political subdivisions.

B. Entry Location

Once the requirements for the entryway 
have been established, the proper location must be 
chosen. Both surface and subsurface features affect 
location of the portal or collar. The location must 
be accessible to surface transportation and must have 
sufficient room for all auxiliary surface installations. 
Location is further limited to geometry of the orebody 
and nature of the host rock. It should provide mini
mal development and operating costs, such as drifting, 
cross-cutting, sinking, repair, and haulage expenses.



A further consideration is that of labor; the access- 
way should be as close to the proposed working area 
as possible so that minimal time is spent getting the 
workmen to their working places, especially if labor 
is paid on a portal-to-portal shift basis.

The factors affecting entry location are as
follows:

1. Geographic. In different localities 
there may be legal restrictions placed 
on the distance the entry must be 
from an extraction zone. Townsites
or existing structures and boundary 
lines will also limit the number of 
available locations.

2. Topographic. Topographic features 
help determine type of entrance and 
its location. The portal or collar 
must be located where there is suffi
cient room to dump waste, provide 
room for mine yards, transport facili
ties, and the surface structures. The 
entrance must be in a position where 
it cannot be jeopardized by natural 
hazards such as floods or slides.
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3. Access to subsequent processing.

Access to the next step in prepara
tion of the mineral product is 
another factor in shaft location. 
Transportation and installation of 
transport facilities are both operat
ing and investment expenses. Normally, 
the shorter the distance, the lower 
these costs will be.

In summary, the entry location is determined 
by several factors ranging from location of the orebody 
to legislation of the particular political subdivision 
in which the property is located. To make a proper 
selection of location and thus determine the economic 
requirements for the shaft, the valuator needs to 
assess all possible sites and to select the site that 
gives least total cost with respect to the entire opera
tion.

C. Type of Entry

Legislation also imposes restrictions on 
the entry design. There are usually minimum requirements 
such as accessways, safety devices and communication 
methods to which the operators must adhere.



Size and type of the entrance is dependent 
mainly upon four factors: geometry and continuity of
the orebody, mechanical properties of the ground, 
number of working places and location of the orebody.

1. Geometry, in this usage, is defined 
as the length, width, thickness, dip, 
depth and plunge of the orebody. All 
of the above-mentioned items control 
the geometric centerline of the ore- 
body. It is desirable to have the 
entry pass near this centerline to 
keep haulage distance and horizontal 
development to a minimum. The geo
metric centerline is also determined 
by continuity, i.e., distribution of 
ore throughout the mineralized zone. 
It should be noted that dimensions 
and continuity of the orebody are 
directly affected by the variable 
factor, the cut-off grade.

There are situations where the 
best method of ingress is not along 
the geometric centerline, where the



ore is too rich to leave in support
ing pillars, where the ore is in 
incompetent ground, or where stoping 
induces ground movements detrimental 
to the entryway. In such situations, 
the entry must be offset from the 
orebody but should, if possible, be 
parallel to its geometric centerline.

The dip and/or plunge of the ore- 
body will determine inclination of the 
geometric centerline and thus affect 
the type of entrance, whether it be 
vertical, sloped, or flat, and the 
compass bearing of the heading. 
Mechanical properties of the ground 
will affect the style of entry. These 
properties are a function of the 
natural strength and the character 
of the ground.

Natural strength is a summation 
of the unit area pressures which a 
sample of rock can withstand without 
undergoing gross deformation or



rupturing. This definition assumes 
the sample is uniform throughout and 
contains no unnatural planes of weak
ness.

Character of the ground refers 
to the number, spacing, attitude and 
bearing of any physical discontinuity 
which changes the natural strength of 
a rock. This includes fractures, 
bedding planes, seams, gouge zones 
and slips.

Various combinations of natural 
strength and character are combined 
to produce four major ground types. 
These are:
a. Competent - rock which can sus

tain openings without any 
artificial support.

b. Moderately competent - rock which 
requires artificial support, but 
does not require replacement of 
supporting structures at periodic 
intervals.
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c. Heavy - rock which requires sup

port and does destroy or deform 
this support periodically.

d. Unconsolidated - rock which is 
fractured or unconsolidated to 
the extent that supports must 
be placed during or prior to 
excavation.
"Stand open time" is that time 

interval which an excavation will 
remain safe and accessible without 
repair. This interval begins after 
any necessary Initial support has 
been emplaced and ceases when replace
ment is necessitated due to ground 
pressure.

Mechanical properties of rock 
determine amount and direction of 
ground pressure and thus partially 
influence repair costs. As repair 
costs are an operating cost, and, as 
the bearing and slope of the entry 
affect the amount of horizontal
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development, the choice of entry style 
is a balance between present value of 
operating costs and capital investment.

3. The third factor mentioned, number of 
working places in the mine, is a function 
of production rate. This has a two
fold consideration in the shaft design. 
First, there must be sufficient venti
lation for each working place. Second, 
the number of working places controls 
the tonnage produced and supplies 
required, as all materials must be 
handled through the shaft.

Both considerations must be satis
fied, and the shaft design must be 
sufficient to satisfy them throughout 
the life of the property.

4. Location of the orebody is the position 
of the mineralized zone with respect
to the entry locations, legal require
ments and the above outlined factors 
of geometry, mechanical properties, 
and number of working places influence



selecting a suitable location. Loca
tion of the orebody combined with the 
other three factors determines the 
techniques utilized to gain access to 
the ore zone. Basically, there are 
four styles of entry:
a. Vertical shaft
b. Inclined shaft
c. Adit - direct to stoping area
d. Adit and shaft - here the shaft 

may be raised or sunk.
In each case, location of the ore 

body in respect to the initial entry 
point will strongly influence the mode 
of entry.

D. Vertical and Inclined Shaft Sinking

There are several factors which influence 
expense of shaft sinking. These are the mechanical pro
perties of the ground, depth of shaft, cross-sectional 
area of the shaft, and hydrologic factors.

Mechanical properties of the ground affect 
driving rate, amount and type of support required, 
nature of the broken rock, and maintenance costs.



Increasing depth of the shaft increases unit 
and total costs as ventilation, hoisting broken rock, 
lowering material and men, and supervision become more 
difficult and time-consuming with depth.

The cross-sectional area of the shaft has a 
direct effect upon total cost as the greater the area, 
the greater the amount of rock that must be excavated 
and a correspondingly larger amount of supporting material 
is needed.

Figures 1A and IB show the relationship between 
cost, depth, and cross-sectional area for entire 
shafts. In each of these shafts, estimated cost per 
square foot of cross-sectional area projected to 1964 
by Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index is 
plotted vs. depth for competent and moderately competent 
ground types.

Figures 1A and IB show the relationship between 
cost, depth and cross-sectional area for shafts started 
and completed to depth before mining was initiated.
Figure 1A shows cost/sq. ft. vs. median depth and Figure 
IB is cost/sq. ft. vs. total depth.

Figures 1C and ID Illustrate the random distribu
tion obtained when average cost per foot and average 
cost per cubic foot are plotted vs. depth.
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In terms of cost per square foot of cross- 
sectional area, inclined shafts are less expensive 
than vertical shafts. In terms of cost per vertical 
foot, inclined shafts are more expensive than verti
cal shafts. It is reported that vertical shaft mainte
nance is less than that of inclined shaft. However, 
there is not sufficient information available to make 
a quantitative valuation of repair costs in inclined 
shafts.

The information on shaft sinking in heavy and 
unconsolidated ground gives erratic results when 
treated as in Figures 1A through ID. This is probably 
due to the wide range of sinking techniques that have 
been utilized in such ground and to the wide range of 
hydrologic conditions encountered.

Hydrologic factors constitute the third major 
factor in shaft sinking cost. The Indirect effects 
of water inflow can be estimated. If there is no water, 
the sinking is cheaper than if pumping is required and 
the muck pile is wet and sticky. If the workmen are 
forced to stand in water, then the bottom is obscured, 
slowing their work rate; in addition, it becomes more 
difficult to blast wet holes.



The factors affecting adits are similar to 
those of horizontal development. Therefore, adits 
will be considered as horizontal development. These 
factors are discussed under the heading of Horizontal 
Development.

E. Horizontal Development

Tunneling, the standard method of horizon
tal development, is the next step in preparing an 
orebody for extraction. Here, many of the factors 
which apply to entry methods are applicable.

Tunneling is required to gain access to the 
mining areas and to develop the horizontal dimensions 
of the orebody. It is the means of reaching the ore 
zone from the entryway.

Operating costs related to horizontal develop
ment workings are haulage and drift maintenance, power 
and compressed air transmission losses, and ventilation 
losses in transport of air through these workings. The 
initial development must give access from the shaft 
to the ore, and must expose those blocks which are to 
be developed first and still provide for minimum operating 
costs during the life of the level.
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In horizontal development two features inherent 
to the ground through which workings will be driven are 
the outstanding natural features influencing cost.
These features are the mechanical properties of the 
rock and hydrologic conditions. Mechanical properties 
govern the reaction of the ground to openings and thus 
control the cost of driving and the extent to which 
repairs will be required. Stand open time is a function 
of mechanical properties, ground stresses and size of 
opening required. Therefore, before repair costs can 
be assessed, the length of time the opening is required 
and size of the drift must be known. Both of these are 
functions of production rate, mining method and sequence 
of extraction. Hydrologic conditions generally influence 
cost through pumping expenses and working conditions. 
Greater amounts of water require larger, more expensive 
pump installation along with expanded power requirements 
to remove the inflow. In extreme cases the influx is 
so great that conventional excavation techniques cannot 
be employed. Under such conditions expensive, specialized 
techniques must be utilized to control the inflow of water.

The rate and sequence of mining will control 
the number of working places on a level, the haulage
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requirements, logistics, ventilation requirements, and 
length of time the level will be operated.

The principal factors in cost of driving 
headings are the mechanical properties of the rock 
and the cross-sectional area of the heading.

However, the cost per foot of tunnel is not 
linearly related to cross-sectional area for one ground 
condition. The cause of this is that with larger 
headings, larger equipment can be used with greater 
productivity per man-hour, while set-up time for 
equipment and switching time for muck cars remain 
approximately the same. However, once the bore of 
the tunnel exceeds twelve feet, costs become linearly 
related to the tunnel diameter, indicating that there 
is a limit to the size of equipment ordinarily employed 
(see State of California, 1959).

Maintenance costs should increase with the 
area of the heading as geometrically greater amounts 
of ground are disturbed with larger headings. Thus, 
to keep operating cost minimal, the headings should be 
kept as small as possible within limits established 
by restrictions of production rate, ventilation, 
supply, etc.



In incompetent ground, ground which must be 
supported prior to excavation, the practice is to 
use heavy timbering. Thus, to obtain the minimum area 
within the timber, a larger heading must be made. An 
example would be, if one wanted a five-foot wide by 
seven-foot high opening (area = 35 square feet) using 
10" timber and a 2" lagging, he would need seven foot 
by eight foot (area = $6 square feet) minimum dimen
sions .

In summation, drifting and cross-cutting costs 
are related to cross-sectional area and ground type 
with increasing area tending toward greater cost per 
linear foot. Decreasing competence of ground requires 
larger openings for minimum clearance due to space 
needed for supporting timber and, hence, incurs greater 
cost for excavation and support.

F. Development of the Ore Block

Tunneling exposes horizontal dimensions 
of an orebody and represents approximately one-half 
of the work required to develop an ore block. Raising, 
the other half of required work, is exposure of verti
cal dimensions of the orebody.



Besides being used to expose vertical dimension 
of the orebody, raises are used as accessways, ventila
tion passageways, and for ore transfer.

In underground mining, raises are of four 
general styles, listed in order of increasing support; 
untimbered, stulled, set, and crib-lined. Each type 
is used to meet the requirements of different ground 
conditions and/or different mining methods. Timbering 
acts as a scaffolding, as ground support during excava
tion, and as ground support during utilization. To 
withstand the eroding effect caused by transferring 
broken rock, supported raises are lined, usually with 
timber, steel or concrete, depending upon length of 
service and abrasiveness of broken rock transferred 
through them.

Thus, the type of raise and lining is dictated 
by the following factors; rock type, mining method, 
ventilation, stand open time, and abrasiveness of the 
broken ore.

The cost or rate at which a raise is driven 
is governed by the following factors; inclination, 
rock type, cross-sectional area, level interval, type 
of:support and style of lining. The author has



attempted to correlate cost, production rate. Inclina
tion, level interval, rock type and area in various 
combinations. No distinct pattern was formed except 
for production rate vs. area, which shows a general 
trend of decreasing production with increasing area.

Figure 2 describes a relation between inclina
tion, area expressed as log^0, and production rate.
In this graph there is an indication of decreasing 
production with increased area and increasing inclina
tion for set raises and crib raises. Data for stull 
raises and open raises with regard to inclination, area, 
production rate and level interval, show random dis
tribution without a discernible pattern. In the 
author's opinion, this randomness is caused by varying 
drilling rates, as drilling time consumes a larger 
proportion of time when little or no timber and lining 
is required. Thus, if drilling is slow, the production 
rate is more severely affected than when drilling time 
is a smaller portion of total cycle time.

One would normally predict in steep raises the 
higher the raise the greater the cost per foot, par
ticularly if the raise is timbered. However, plotting 
cost or production rate vs. level interval or length
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of raises did not confirm any significant trends. 
Perhaps this effect was not significant in the raise 
intervals investigated. Thus, it becomes difficult 
to predict an accurate cost for raising on the basis 
of available data. However, as development and 
exploration costs will be comparable between a narrow 
vein and a wide vein, providing all other conditions 
are similar, a comparison of this as cost per ton of 
ore vs. width and level Interval produced a useful and 
informative plot. (See Figure 3) In this figure, 
three figures are given; cost per ton, width of vein, 
and level interval; thus, to express the relationship 
on a two dimensional plot, cost is shown in Isobars. 
This graph is for timbered raises vs. three classes 
of width. The lodes were divided by their range of 
widths as narrow (l-15 feet), medium (15-100 feet), 
and wide (100 feet plus) rather than by actual widths. 
These particular divisions were chosen for two reasons: 
l) Lodes are seldom of a uniform thickness and these 
divisions cover the commonest range of widths described 
in the literature; and 2) above 100 feet the lode is 
seldom mined from wall to wall out of one raise, but 
rather is divided into successive blocks across its
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width and each block mined from a separate entrance
way. Figure 4 shows the effect of ground stability 
on cost through plotting cost per ton vs. width vs. 
timber requirements.

There are two other factors which affect the 
cost of exploration and development; these are the 
chosen mining method and the distribution of values 
within the mineralized zone. Both of these factors 
determine the number of raises and the length of time 
needed as accessways and ore transfers. Distribution 
and continuity of values will also control the number 
of exploratory raises required to prove the ore block 
and the amount of rock that can be explored or 
developed through a single raise. Both of these 
factors (mining method and continuity) are affected 
by cut-off grade. Mining method is changed as cut-off 
grade changes, in that dimensions, hence geometry, of 
the orebody are altered. Continuity is changed as 
cut-off changes, in that as lower grades are investi
gated, larger tonnages covering more area become 
classified as ore. In most mineralized zones, high- 
grade areas surrounded by lower grade are distributed 
throughout the zone and as limiting grade is decreased
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the orebody becomes larger and more continuous as ore 
zones merge into each other.

2. Mining

Separation from the enclosing host rock and 
extraction of the major portion of an orebody is known 
as stoping. The prime requisites of a stoping or 
mining method are that the ore be excavated as cheaply 
and safely as possible. Selection of a method becomes 
the search to fulfill the requisites within naturally 
occurring restrictive factors.

There is a difference between stoping method 
and mining method. This difference is that a stoping 
method is the system used in an individual working 
place while mining method includes all the techniques 
employed to extract an orebody.

A. Selection of Mining Method

Variable factors also affect the choice of 
mining method in that cut-off grade and production rate 
will affect the restrictive factors, geometry, distribu 
tion and continuity, and stand open time.
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The conditions which dictate choice of a 

stoping method are well described in almost any mining 
text and in several Bureau of Mines Bulletins. (Hoover,
H. C.; Jackson, C. F. and Gadney, E. D.; Jackson, 0. F. 
and Hedges, J. H.; Peele, R. and Church, J. A.;
Vanderburg, W. 0.) Due to the wide range of conditions 
encountered between and within orebodies, stoping 
methods used at each property vary.

Reasons for this variation include:
1. Personal preference among different 

owners, often based on previous 
experience.

2. A single technique is seldom applicable 
over an entire mine and the mining 
method becomes a combination of tech
niques.

3. Newer equipment and technology produce 
methods applicable at the time the
mine opens and the operation is designed 
to handle this method. Consequently, 
similar orebodies opened at different 
dates use different methods of extrac
tion.



4. As older mines continue, their methods 
become blends of older and newer 
techniques.

In choosing a mining method the operator must 
work within restrictions set by the following factors:

1. Geometry of the orebody, i.e., dip, 
width and length.

2. Mineral assemblage of the ore.
3. Mechanical properties of ore and wall 

rock in regards to support, dilution 
and pillar strength.

4. Distribution of values within the 
mineralized zone.

5. Depth and mechanical properties of 
the overburden.

Stope width, a principal factor in mining cost, 
is determined primarily by three factors. Two are 
physical factors; the other is both variable and physi
cal. The two physical factors are strength of the 
mineral assemblage being mined and the manner in which 
this aggregate tends to break along planes of weakness, 
such as bedding planes or slips. If the ore is weak, 
it will require support. If it is competent, it will



require little or no support up to a certain stope 
width. Once the stope becomes too wide, then support 
will be required along the back or at the ribs, 
depending whether the wall rock or ore assemblage is 
stronger.

Characteristic weaknesses such as bedding 
planes, or the tendency to break into blocks, can 
have serious effects upon mining as they tend to nullify 
the natural strength of the host rocks or ore assemblages. 
Thus, ores with these flaws require support during mining 
and are accompanied by increased dilution by waste rock.

Wall rock strength and planes of weakness will 
affect the nature of support and height or length of 
the slice that can be taken safely. Wall rock strength 
will thus directly control the amount of dilution that 
will occur during stoping operations. This dilution 
will have a direct effect upon haulage, transfer, hoist
ing and milling cost per unit of metal produced.

The third factor determining stope width is 
distribution of values within the mineralized zone 
and desired cut-off grade. However, as previously 
mentioned, if stope widths are wider than the natural 
"stand open width", then supported mining must be
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utilized, resulting in different stoping methods and 
costs. The resulting change in costs requires a new 
definition of cut-off grade.

Geometry of the orebody is an Important con
sideration, principally from three standpoints: l) dip;
2) width and number of oreshoots; and 3) length of 
individual ore shoots.

1. Dip, the inclination of an ore shoot 
from horizontal, has important effects 
upon mining, a) As the dip decreases 
the foot wall approaches horizontal, 
overburden pressure per square foot
of hanging wall increases, thus in
creasing vertical support requirements; 
and b) as the dip decreases, mechanized 
transport of broken ore out of the 
working place is required.

2. Width of an oreshoot has the same 
effect upon the mining method as pre
viously mentioned in connection with 
physical factors.

3. Length of the oreshoot in connection 
with the factors of width, distribution
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of values, and cut-off grade has more 
of an effect upon the cost of explora
tion and development than It does on 
mining.

Generally speaking, the more irregular the width, 
length, and distribution, the more selective a system 
must be, resulting in higher mining costs. This, however, 
should not be considered as an absolute rule, for selecti
vity can mean less dilution and consequent lower haulage, 
hoisting and beneficating costs. Thus, the total cost 
per unit of metal produced may be less with a selective 
method.

Depth and mechanical properties of the overbur
den will control the amount of pressure on the ore zone 
and the direction in which this pressure is applied.
In many mines, such as San Manuel, Arizona, the over
burden pressure is utilized to fracture the ore zone 
prior to extraction. This method is known as block- 
caving. However, if the overburden is competent there 
is the danger of creating a cavity subject to sudden 
collapse. In such cases, competency is a hindrance.
If the pressure cannot be utilized, then it must be 
counteracted through artificially supporting the stoping



areas, or inducing caving by destroying the natural 
competency of the ground.

Last, but of extreme importance in selection 
of a mining method, is safety. As mentioned earlier, 
safety is both an economic and moral factor and should 
be considered in that light. A safe and efficient 
operation is highly desireable but means of attaining 
this goal are beyond the scope of this thesis.

B. Mining Cost

Mining costs are usually referred to as 
operating costs, while those costs not directly connected 
to mining are referred to as fixed costs. Both operating 
costs and fixed costs are affected by production rate 
and cut-off grade; therefore, the author proposes that 
a different classification of costs should be used 
during valuation. The first class is those costs that 
are constant when production rate is held constant and 
cut-off grade varied. These include:

1. Pumping per ton of ore
2. Supervision per ton of ore
3. Overhead per ton of ore

a. Engineering
b. Administration
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4. Ventilation per ton of ore
5. Transportation, ore from working 

place to the mill per ton of ore
6. Power per ton of ore
7. Repair and maintenance per ton of 

ore.
The second class is those costs that are con

stant when cut-off grade is held constant and production 
rate varied. These include:

1. Mining per unit of metal
2. Milling per unit of metal
3. Development per unit of metal.

Mining costs per ton tend to decrease slightly
hs stope width increases, provided the stope width is 
wider than a minimum width of approximately ten feet.
(See Figure 5) The costs primarily depend on the 
mining method applied to the deposit. An example of 
costs is given in Table No. 1.

3. Mineral Processing Factors

In processing mine products to produce a market
able metal or mineral aggregate, many of the factors 
that apply to mining plus chemical factors exert influence
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Table No. 1

Direct Mine Operating Costs,*

Cost

Method High
square set $18.72
cut-and-fill 14.73
shrinkage 8.12
room and pillar 2.41
sub-level stoplng 4.71
sub-level caving
block caving 2.25

1955-59, (Chandler, 1959)

Low Weighted Average
$6.22 $ 10.20
3.07 6.69
1.75 3.92
1.16 2.05
1.06 2.37
----  4.97
1.15 1.41

1 Direct mine operating costs include exploration and 
development, stoplng, haulage, hoisting, pumping, 
underground and surface general costs such as logis
tics and maintenance.



upon cost. Here the choice of mining methods has an 
appreciable effect as it does in development. The 
mining method by way of dilution, selectivity, and 
sequence of extraction dictates nature of the mill 
feed. If the selected method requires hydraulic stope 
fill as a support technique, the dispersal area for 
tailings is reduced with a consequent reduction in 
total milling cost. If, however, the fill needs to 
be treated prior to emplacement, there is an increased 
mill cost.

Basically, mill feed determines the type of 
processing required and nature of the marketable 
product.

The effects of various factors on mill process 
are catalogued below by that portion of the process 
which is affected.

1. Liberation - Physical separation of 
ore from waste material, consists of 
crushing, grinding, classification 
and screening,
a. Crushing

1. Hardness
(a) Wear on crusher plates



(b) Amount of power for 
crushing

(c) Size feed from mine,
b. Grinding

I. Hardness
(a) Wear on mill linings 

and consumption of 
grinding medium.

(b) Ratio of hard material 
to soft.
(i) amount of slimes

created in grinding 
(il) autogenous mill 

feed possibility.
(c) Type of separation, 

i.e., size reduction 
vs. detachment.

II. Structure of aggregate minerals,
i.e., interlocking
(a) Amount of grinding 

required for liberation
(b) Most economical grade 

of concentrate
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(c) Type of separation

required by degree of 
interlocking and hard
ness.

ill. Particle Shape
(a) Affects concentration

(i) surface area ex
posed per volume 
of mineral

(ii) surface area vs. 
specific gravity.

c. Classification - Separation of 
particles to produce a uniformly 
sized product other than by 
screening.
i. Specific gravity
11. Particle shape and size.

d. Screening - Production of a uni
formly sized product by passing 
ground ore over a mesh.
1. Hardness

(a) wear on screens
(b) number of screens - by the 

number of times material 
is processed.



Pulp Density - Grinding and classifi
cation are usually conducted with 
water as a transport medium. The 
ratio, by weight, of solids to liquid 
is known as pulp density. Pulp den
sity has a direct effect upon type 
and capacity of grinding mills and 
classifiers, and quantity of material 
per unit of time handled by them, 
a. Pulp Density

i. Hardness - number and magni
tude of impacts required to 
reduce a particle to the 
desired size

11. Size and shape of particles 
ill. Specific gravity of the ore 

minerals
iv. Interlocking.

Concentration or Benefication 
This is the process whereby waste 
material and valuable mineral are 
separated into two groups, known as 
tailings and concentrate. The tailings



are disposed of as waste material and 
the concentrates are marketed or pro
cessed into their constituent metals. 
Basically, there are three methods of 
concentration; gravity, hydrometallurgy 
and flotation.

Gravity concentration is primarily 
dependent on the size, shape, and 
specific gravity of the ore and waste 
material. Thus the type and grade of 
the concentrate and recovery of 
values are related directly to the 
processes of grinding and classifi
cation and are controlled by those 
factors affecting grinding and 
classification.

Hydrometallurgy is a concentration 
method whereby the ore and waste are 
separated by chemical destruction of 
either or both compounds. The 
valuable constituents are recovered 
from solution, precipitates, or
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insolubles. Hydrometallurgy is 
affected primarily by the chemical 
reactivity of the constituents and 
by the degree to which the consti
tuents are exposed to reagents.

Flotation, the most common benefica
tion practice in non-ferrous metal 
mining, is the process of separation 
and concentration based on the adhe
sion to air bubbles of some particles 
and the simultaneous adhesion to 
water of other particles. Hydro- 
phobic and hydrophyllic characteristics 
are controlled by coating the surfaces 
of certain particles and not coating 
other particles. Thus, chemical com
position and molecular structure are 
the principal factors, in that they 
affect surface energy and bonding 
reactions. The following is a summa
tion of the effects of chemical and 
physical factors on flotation.
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a. Chemical Factors

1. Attraction to reagents
(a) Changes in surface by- 

coating
(b) Absorption of reagent

(i) quantity of reagent 
(11) type of reagent.

(c) Contact angle with air 
bubble

(d) Selectivity of the 
process

(e) pH, Eh required for 
optimum reaction

(f) Amount of time for 
reaction to take place, 
i.e., conditioning time

(g) Pulp density
(i) size and type of 

equipment
(ii) water and reagent 

consumption
(h) Quality and quantity of

concentrate
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(j) Place and method of 

reagent introduction 
to process
(i) mill layout and 

design
(k) Type of concentration 

process, i.e., reverse 
vs. normal flotation.

b. Physical Factors
i. Particle size

(a) Surface area, hence 
strength of the bond

(b) Lifting power of the 
bond vs. friction with 
the medium

11. Particle shape
(a) Surface area
(b) Surface area available 

for adhesion
ill. Liberation

(a) Amount of selective 
surface available for 
adhesion

(b) Amount of waste attached
to valuable mineral
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These chemical and physical factors control the 

type of process which will be utilized to obtain a 
marketable mineral aggregate from a mine product. The 
process required will govern the size of the mill, mainte
nance (by type and quantity of equipment), percentage 
recovery, amount of labor, wage rates (skilled vs. 
common), waste disposal, and initial investment.

In milling, liberation is apparently the major 
factor affecting cost. The harder it is to free the 
valuable mineral, the higher are maintenance costs, power 
consumption and labor. Figure 6 shows the relationship 
between comminution costs (liberation by crushing and 
grinding) and total cost per ton for flotation milling 
of sulfide ores, projected to 1964 by means of ENR 
Construction Cost Index for common labor.

Figure No. 7 shows the relationship between 
mill capacity in tons per day and construction costs 
also projected to 1964 by ENR Index.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between logarithm 
plot of mill capacity and cost per ton projected to 1964 
by ENR Index. When all points are considered there is 
a slight tendency to reduce total cost with increased 
capacity. However, when comminution costs are considered
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there are two distinct groupings. Those whose comminu
tion cost and total cost vary little with Increased 
capacity ( • ) and that group ( *) which shows a distinct 
decrease of cost with increasing tonnage and decreasing 
comminution cost. This further emphasizes the relation
ship of grinding and crushing to total cost and shows 
the effect of increased mill capacity with decreasing 
liberation requirements.

4. Relation of Restrictive to Variable Factors

In the discussion of factors affecting develop
ment and benefication, there has been one constantly 
recurring item affecting design, layout and cost. This 
item is mining method. Further affecting development 
has been the requirements of ventilation, transporta
tion, and maintenance, all directly affected by rate 
of production, hence life of the property. Thus, it 
becomes imperative that prior to evaluating the costs 
of milling or development, the evaluator must decide 
what mining method can be applied to the orebody.
Mining method is determined by two groups of factors, 
the first being those restrictive ones inherent to the 
orebody, and second, the variable ones, cut-off grade



and production rate. Cut-off grade will establish the 
geometry, continuity, and tonnage of ore in a deposit, 
whereas rate of production affects the life of the 
property and the investment expenses inherent to this 
rate.

The variable factors of rate of production and 
level of recovery play an extremely important part in 
valuation of an orebody.



CHAPTER IV

VARIABLE FACTOR EFFECTS AND PROFIT

Variable factors and profit are closely related 
and, for this reason, will be discussed together. The 
association between variable factors and restrictive 
factors has already been mentioned, but two points 
need to be re-emphasized. First, quantity, continuity, 
and dimensions of the orebody vary with cut-off grade. 
Second, initial investment costs are affected by cut
off grade (via mining method) and production rate.

To determine profit, monetary return must be 
measured against some standard. In a simple trans
action this standard is the cost of procuring the article 
versus the sale price. However, when there is a period 
of time between purchase and sale, profit must recom
pense the investor for that time which his capital was 
out of circulation and for the risk taken by such 
removal.

The nature of profit derived from an investment 
can vary to suit the desires of an individual. In the 
mining industry, there are four basic natures or types
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of profit. As profit is the foremost restriction 
regulating variable factors, the valuator must decide 
what type of profit the orebody should yield.

There has been a great deal written on the 
effect of varying levels of recovery and production 
rate vs. profit. And there is much literature con
cerned with the type of profit a mining venture should 
yield; total profit, unit profit, present value, or 
average profit.

The first profit scheme, total profit, states 
that production rate and/or recovery level should be 
varied to determine what is the maximum total profit 
that can be obtained from an orebody.

In mining, this scheme can best be illustrated 
in the following manner: by mining the high grade
portions of an orebody, a high profit per unit of pro
duction can be obtained. This income can be used to 
pay the static costs, such as purchase price, capital 
investment, exploration, etc. Mining lower grade ore 
will contribute to total profit, provided the return 
per unit will cover costs of production, but daily unit 
profits will decrease. However, mining all units of 
ore that contribute to total profit will increase life



of the mine and greater total profit will be realized. 
Increasing production rate will increase daily profit, 
thereby returning capital investment at a more rapid 
rate. Also, increased production rate will tend to 
reduce some unit operating costs, such as milling and 
some unit static costs such as supervision and mainte
nance. However, increasing the production rate will 
increase capital investments such as entryway, mill, 
and ventilation equipment. In both cases, with changes 
of grade or production rate, total costs are changed. 
Thus, both production rate and cut-off grade must be 
varied to find the combination yielding maximum total 
profit.

In a mining venture this system has many advan
tages. First, since the ore reserve is a wasting asset, 
the operator should obtain maximum amount of profit 
from the deposit, as it will be difficult to extract 
ore left behind during initial mining. Second, to mine 
units whose values equal operating costs means a lower 
cut-off grade; hence more tonnage is removed, more 
information is revealed, and the possibilities of dis
covering more ore zones are enhanced. Third, few 
major orebodies are exhausted within the time limits



set by their initial reserves; therefore, if the initial 
discovery is "high graded", the probability for dis
covering extensions of the orebody is lessened. Fourth, 
if the mine is designed to operate at one capacity, 
the operators can still vary cut-off grade for indivi
dual ore blocks by assessing marginal costs in that one 
ore block, thus establishing a cut-off grade for that 
block. As mining progresses and metal prices change, 
cut-off grade can be varied to yield maximum profit.

A simpler and, in actuality, more applicable 
method of utilizing this theory in a mining situation 
is to always mine at that cut-off grade which will 
return maximum total profit if present economic condi
tions were to remain static.

The second premise, that of unit profit, states 
that profit should be maximum for each unit of capital, 
operating and/or invested, put into the operation.
This premise, if applied to lode deposits, will result, 
in most cases, in a low tonnage, high grade operation 
and will not yield the maximum profit from the deposit. 
However, it is apparently the method applied to bulk, 
low grade deposits with extensive reserves where, for 
all practical considerations, the orebody is limitless.



In such a situation, capital investment is distributed 
over such a large tonnage that it is negligible, com
pared to per ton operating cost and becomes an almost 
nil portion of total cost per ton. In such a situation, 
with operating costs critical, a reduction in these 
expenses will result in increased ore reserve and, hence, 
in longer life and greater total profits.

The third premise, that of present value, is
based on the idea that present worth of the mine should
be maximized, even at the expense of total profit.
Such a theory is valid when the property is being
prepared for sale, but may emphasize limited production,
"high grading" and will limit property life to less 
than forty years.

The theory of present value of future profits 
and proper return on invested capital is certainly valid 
and must be utilized when assessing the value of a pro
perty. However, its application as a method of deter
mining cut-off grade or production rate is of dubious 
validity when viewed relative to maximum total profit 
and conservation of mineral resources.

The fourth premise, that of average profit, 
basically states that the venture should return the 
same profit for each time period. This system places



rigid restrictions on the operators who would have to 
continually adjust production rate and cut-off grade to 
fit fluctuating market prices and varying tenor of the 
ore. It can lead to periodic high-grading, followed 
by periods of high production of lower grade ore. There 
fore, during periods of high production, a maximum 
amount of ore would be taken, but during the high grade 
portions of operation, production rate may decrease, 
leaving portions of the property inactive while lower 
grade zones associated with the high grade are aban
doned.

The author believes that the premise of 
maximum total profit should be utilized for valuation 
as it conserves natural resources while returning maxi
mum profit from a limited asset.

In the first two premises discussed, it was 
shown that analysis of operating costs is the basis 
of establishing a cut-off grade. This, coupled with 
market price of metal, a rather unpredictable factor, 
determines profit, and hence the cut-off grade.

In mining, a percentage of invested capital 
realized as profit, greater than that realized in most 
other industries must be profited by an investor due
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to the financial hazards or "risks" involved in mining.
By the Hoskold formula (Parks, R. D.), a certain amount 
is paid at the end of each time period into a sinking 
fund of reliable, low-interest rate investments through 
which the entire invested capital is returned upon 
cessation of mining. This system was developed during 
the middle and latter parts of the 19th century and 
was designed for the economics (and orebodies) of that 
era. During that era there was little or no ad valorem 
taxation on mining properties, and a deposit could be 
thoroughly explored prior to initiating extraction 
without paying ad valorem penalty. In recent times 
ad valorem and other taxation or yearly expenses have 
increased considerably over those of the 19th century 
and, therefore, a different method of valuation should 
be utilized. A further point in favor of modifying 
the Hoskold valuation technique is that sinking fund 
redemption of capital through safe low-interest rate 
investments is no longer practical for three reasons: 
first, because there is a steady decrease in purchase 
power of the dollar; second, mine life cannot economically 
be defined due to ad valorem taxation; third, because a 
mine is usually limited to one product, a technical



development could minimize the demand for that product 
almost overnight. Thus, capital should be reinvested 
as rapidly as possible into another property or Industry. 
This has the primary benefit of protecting capital from 
the degrading influence of inflation that it would not 
have if invested in low fixed-rate bonds.

Another point in Hoskold valuation is that 
"risk profit" should be paid on the entire initial 
investment throughout the life of the property. The 
Morklll valuation theory states that "risk profit" 
should be paid only on that portion of the invested 
capital that has not been returned to the investor 
(Rice, 1963). Thus, if "risk profit" on the remaining 
investment were considered, lower grade ores could be 
mined, life of the property extended, and greater total 
profits acquired from the deposit. However, under such 
a method, higher grade ores would have to be mined when 
the investment was high, creating a fluctuating cut
off grade.

To valuate the property the author proposes 
that a valuator simulate mining the deposit. First, 
the valuator should set up a fund of invested capital 
which will function as borrowed capital. Into this
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invested fund would go all capital to be spent towards 
development of future reserves. This capital would 
include entry costs, exploration cost, development 
costs, mill facilities, haulage facilities, repair of 
existing facilities, surface buildings, and purchase 
and option price. Each cost will be estimated by the 
valuator and placed into the fund during the time period 
it would be spent. The fund would be assessed an 
interest rate commensurate with borrowed capital.

The second step would be to mine the ore for 
one time period and determine the gross profit above 
operating costs. Here, estimated operating costs would 
include mining, haulage, hoisting, maintenance, milling, 
royalty, sales tax, smelter charges, transportation and 
taxes. The invested fund would be examined to see how 
much capital was invested at the end of that particular 
time period. A "risk profit" would be paid on this 
sum. The amount of profit remaining after the risk 
profit has been paid would be subtracted from the invested 
fund.

Any surplus over the invested fund would be 
accumulated in a profit fund which would accrue Interest 
at any rate the investors desired.



When a "risk profit" could not be paid, the 
sum that should have been paid plus the interest this 
sum would have accrued if otherwise invested, should 
be subtracted from the profit fund. Or, the "risk 
profit" not paid could be added to the invested fund 
where it would accrue interest, essentially acting as 
borrowed capital.

Sub-variable factors of shaft location, level 
Interval, and sequence of extraction, are governed by 
both restrictive and variable factors. Possible sub- 
variables will be few in number after other factors 
have been considered. Here, the best method of deter
mining prime sub-variable conditions is to simulate 
mining the orebody under all conditions. By prior deter 
mination of the optimum range of cut-off grades and 
production rates, the effect of sub-variables need only 
be examined for a few possibilities. But, if it appears 
that the sub-variables have a strong influence on profit 
the valuator should apply them to all practical combina
tions of variable factors.



CHAPTER V

PROGRAM FOR VALUATION

The program described in this chapter is 
designed to be used in a digital computer. . Actual 
computer language is not used, but rather a description 
of each step is given. The valuation program is 
divided into two phases, the first phase used to 
determine tonnage, mining method, development require
ments, production and development histories, and daily- 
production rate from the stopes. The information 
derived in this phase is the input for phase two. The 
second phase is a simulation of the economic history 
of the property to determine how much profit will be 
earned.

Prior to initiation of the first phase the 
valuator should know the following information:

1. Estimates of future metal prices.
2. Estimates of costs.

a. Mining
b. Milling
c. Maintenance and repair.
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3. Estimates of initial Investment.
a. Development
b. Surface facilities
c. Benefication facilities.

4. Restrictive factors inherent to the 
property.

5. Estimates of mill recoveries for 
various mine products.

Phase One

1. Set a cut-off grade, shaft location, and 
level interval. These are inputs to the program.

2. Examine each block of ore to determine 
tonnage. This is done by first dividing the ore block 
into increments of grade, AX, then calculating the 
tonnage in each increment. Summation of all increments 
whose grade is equal to or greater than the cut-off 
grade determines the tonnage.

3. Find the average grade of each ore block. 
This is done by multiplying the average grade of each 
Increment times it's tonnage to get units of metal.
Sum the units of metal for the block and divide by the 
tonnage found in step two.



4. Using the cut-off grade and input data, 
determine the geometry of each ore block and classifi
cation of wall rock and ore by rock type. This is 
done by examining each piece of input data to find 
spatial location of the ore zone. Examination of the 
rock types in and surrounding the ore zone determine 
characteristics of the wall rock and the ore.

5. Examine the geometry of the ore zone and 
the associated rock types to determine mining method 
for each block. This is done by sorting for width, 
dip, length, and coded rock types. An example of steps 
one through five is shown in Figure 9.

6. Examine each level to determine continuity 
of the ore zone. This is done by starting at one end 
of the ore zone and examining each adjacent block.
Each time the continuity is broken, examine the con
tinuous portion for length.

7. Assign vertical development in each portion,
subject to the stoping requirements in that portion. 
Example: If a portion is 500 feet long and one-half
of the blocks require mining method No. 3, assign 
raises at the required interval. Do the same for the 
other half by the raise interval required by it's mining 
method.
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FIGURE 9 COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOWCHART, PHASE WE



8. Total the tonnage blocked out on each 
level and find the geometric centerline on each level. 
This is done by starting at one end of the ore zone 
and multiplying the tonnage of each block times the 
distance the block is from the starting point. Sum 
the products and divide by the sum of the tonnage for 
that level. This gives the distance the centerline 
is from the starting point. Do this for the dimensions, 
width, and height to find the coordinates of the center 
of mass. Connect the centers of mass for each level; 
this is the geometric centerline. Mathematically this 
is expressed as:

f x dW

where x = a coordinate of the centerline 
x = distance from starting point 
dW = tonnage in block, W = total tonnage.
9. Total the tonnage for the entire mine. 

Set a production rate for the mine. Divide this pro
duction rate into the total tonnage to find the life 
of the property.

10. Assign a sequence of extraction to all
the blocks



11. Using the stope production rates and 
sequence of extraction, determine which blocks of 
ore must be initially developed to obtain the pro
duction rate for the mine set in step 9.

12. From the geometric centerlines of each 
level, find the best method of entry. This will be 
a function of restrictive variables and life of the 
property.

13. Find the linear amount of development, 
horizontal, vertical and entry, that must be done to 
prepare initial blocks for extraction. This is the 
initial development.

14. From the production rate and sequence of 
extraction, simulate the mining history of the orebody 
keeping a record of

a. daily mill feed
b. mining costs
c. the maximum number of working places 

on each level and in the mine at any 
one time

d. the production history of each level.
15. From the production history and the number 

of working places, determine the size of development



headings that must be driven to meet ore handling and 
ventilation requirements. From this determine the cost 
of development on each level and the cost of Initial 
development.

16. From the sequence of extraction find the 
time at which each development heading, other than 
initial development, must be completed. From the rates 
of advance for development headings, determine the time 
at which the development must be initiated.

17. Examine the record of daily mill feed to 
determine the benefication process required and when 
to expect major changes in the tenor of mill feed.
From this the initial cost of the mill, along with time 
and cost of alterations, can be determined.

18. Determine daily revenue from sale of mill 
product and daily operating cost of the mill.

Phase Two

The second phase of the valuation is to again 
simulate mining the orebody, utilizing the Information 
determined in phase one.

The first step is to calculate the initial 
investment and pre-production time. This sum is placed



in the invested fund and interest compounded as if 
it were borrowed at r# per annum for the pre-production 
period.

Mathematically, this is expressed as:

An = P(l+r)n ,

where P = principal in Invested fund
r = rate on borrowed capital
n = pre-production time
An = capital expenditure when production

starts.
The second step is to determine the revenue 

from one year's mining; this is the sum of all mill 
revenue for the year. This can be done by summing the 
daily return for the year as determined in step 18 of 
phase one.

The third step is to find the yearly sum of 
operating costs for the mine and mill from steps 18 
and 14 of phase one.

Fourth, examine all ore handling and processing 
facilities such as drifts, shafts, hoists, raises, etc., 
to determine their age and the amount of repair



required to keep them operable during the year. Sum 
the cost of these repairs.

Fifth, sum the cost of all development done 
during the year by examining the development history 
of step 16 of phase one. Add this to the Invested fund 
Thfs would include any alterations to the mill and 
replacement of major equipment such as hoists, crushers 
etc.

Sixth, subtract the sums of steps three and 
four of phase two from the revenue found in step two, 
phase two. This is the gross profit.

Seventh, take "risk rate", r̂ , times the 
invested fund found in step five; this is the "risk 
profit". Subtract this from the gross profit; if the 
remainder is positive, subtract the remainder from the 
invested fund and add the risk profit to the profit 
fund. If the remainder is negative, add the positive 
equivalent of the negative remainder to the invested 
fund, and add the gross profit to the profit fund.

Eighth, if the Invested fund is negative, add 
the positive equivalent amount to the profit fund.

Ninth, Increase the profit fund at r2 rate per
year



Tenth, if the invested fund is positive, mul
tiply by r, borrowing rate, and add the product to the 
invested fund.

Mathematically, this is:

An = IP + IP x r

IF = the value of the invested fund. This is 
the value of the invested fund at the end of the year.

Eleventh, repeat steps one through ten, phase 
two, until the orebody is exhausted.

Twelfth, when the orebody is exhausted, examine 
the invested fund, and if there is anything in it, sub
tract this from the profit fund.

Thirteenth, if the profit fund is negative, 
the operation is a failure. If the fund is positive, 
discount it's value to present worth. Mathematically, 
this is:

P A1 + nr

where P the present worth
the amount in the profit fundA



n = the life of the property, dated from 
initial Investment

r = interest rate the investors wish to 
earn.

This process has given the total profit derived 
from the orebody under one set of variable factors for 
the estimated costs. Repeat the process until all 
practical combinations have been tried.

Phase two is flowcharted in Figure 10.
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CHAPTER VT

CONCLUSIONS

Determining a mining method is the basic step in 
valuation, for from this all other steps in valuation 
are controlled. For this reason, a two-phase system of 
valuation is required; first, to find the effect of the 
factors and second, to quantitize these effects. Future 
objectives in continuation of the proposed system of 
valuation are as follows:

1. Establish a system of data collection 
which will incorporate physical properties of an ore- 
body in a manner which a digital computer can analyze.

2. Collect background data on costs, mining 
methods, repair costs vs. rock type, development 
cost vs. rock type, initial investment costs, trans
portation, marketing, future price of metals, etc.
This information should be coded, quantitized or mathe
matically expressed for use in an electronic computer.

3. Write a general program for a computer 
which encorporates the valuation system proposed in 
the previous chapter. This program cannot possibly
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cover every underground mining situation. Therefore, 
it should be designed for rapid and easy alteration.
This is the best method of creating the desired 
flexibility in such a computer program.

4. Collect data from an actual orebody, 
preferably one that has been mined, and conduct an 
evaluation by the proposed system to ascertain its 
validity.

Valuation can be done using hand methods but 
is expensive and time-consuming. Complete computer 
application of valuation applying each variable in 
all possible combinations will also be expensive, as 
the obviously impractical situations would be evaluated. 
Elimination of the obviously impractical situations 
through experienced judgment will significantly reduce 
labor and expense. Perhaps the best system would be 
to first eliminate absurd combinations, then valuate, 
varying only the two truly variable factors. This 
will establish a range of values where total profits 
are maximum. The last step would be to valuate the 
optimum ranges varying sub-variable factors.

Through elimination of the obviously impracti
cal situations and determination of the optimum range
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of variables, the evaluator will be able to devote 
more time and thought to a realistic valuation.

This system of valuating would be difficult 
to conduct as one continuous computer operation as the 
engineer must examine the data from one sequence prior 
to conducting the next sequence. To program the com
puter to examine the data and make decisions with 
consideration to all factors would result in a program 
capable of handling data from any orebody. This is 
definitely a desirable goal, but there is some question 
in the author's mind as to its practicality in view 
of the time required to write such a complex program.
It might be much better to let the computer do the 
"drudge" work and let the valuator make important deci
sions.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that 
each and every factor must be given consideration in 
a valuation. For, if any one produces an extremely 
unfavorable condition, mining may become economically 
or physically impossible. However, the effects of 
quantitative factors should neither be overestimated 
or underestimated for either case will result in profit 
loss, either by what could have been made or that which 
was lost.



A subsidiary benefit of such a program is that 
it establishes and defines production goals for the 
property. With such goals defined and listed, the 
effects of unexpected occurrences can be estimated 
and remedial action scheduled with proper emphasis as 
to importance.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Qualitative Factors - Those features of a 
mineralized zone which can be observed and classified 
but do not affect the quantity of ore in the mineralized 
zone.

Quantitative Factors - Those features of a 
mineralized zone which can be observed, classified and 
measured and do affect the quantity of ore in the 
mineralized zone.

Variable Factors - Features of a mineralized 
zone or a mining operation which can be varied at 
the valuator's will during the process of valuation.

Restrictive Factors - Features of a mineralized 
zone or mining operation which the valuator cannot vary 
at any time.

Fixed Cost (reference page 2) - The per unit 
of product expenditures by a manufacturer to provide 
the premises wherein a product may be manufactured and 
marketed.

Operating Cost (reference page 2) - The per unit 
of product expenditures by a manufacturer to provide the 
elements necessary to utilize the manufacturing premises.
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The above definitions of costs are nearly 
opposite to those normally applied by the mining indus
try and are intended for usage in a valuation procedure 
where the profit scheme is that of total profit.
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